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Introduction
In recent years, the issue of air pollution has
attracted wide attention. In many cities in China,
there have been different levels of haze. In
order to give the public a more intuitive
understanding of the pollution situation, the air
quality index is calculated according to the
above pollutant concentration to illustrate air
pollution and air quality. In China, the
prediction methods of air quality time series in
China mainly focus on time series method, gray
system and neural network. The traditional time
series analysis theory considers that the general
time series can be decomposed into
deterministic trends and random changes. The
Prophet model adheres to this theory and adds
the holiday effect to the deterministic trend of
time series, which makes the uncertain holiday
effect become a deterministic trend.
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 On a weekly cycle, AQI peaks on Saturdays and Sundays, and is
low around Thursday.
 On a monthly cycle, AQI rises sharply in November, to reach the
highest level in December and January, the rest in a relatively small
fluctuations, AQI usually achieve the lowest level in October.
 On a yearly cycle, every year there are some fluctuations, the
overall trend is declining, but speed is slow, and the distance
between peak and valley value reduced year by year, every year the
AQI curve shows strong cyclical, it also corresponding changes of
the weeks and months.

Prediction results of the
composite model

The following figure shows the performance
composite model in fitting AQI historical data
sets:

FORCASTING PROCESS of COMPOSITE MODEL
Figure 3: The historical fitting curves of three models
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Figure 2: The weekly, monthly and annual trend changes of AQI time series.

According to the statistic and fitting curves,
prediction results of composite model is better
than single model. Prophet-RF composite
prediction model is suitable for long time scale
prediction with high precision, the figure
below shows the predicted daily AQI values in
2017,it provides a new perspective for related
research and has good application prospect in
reality.

Figure 4: AQI calendar heat map of Shanghai in 2017
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Figure 1: The weekly, monthly and annual trend
changes of AQI time series.

